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Hallvard Slettebø

• Grew up in Egersund, Norway. Lives in Stavanger with Ingrid

• Exhibitor since 1992

– Thematic – scouting

– Postal history – local postal history of the Egersund area

– Air mail – norwegian zeppelin mail

– Alse exhibits within traditional, postal stationery, maxi, literature.
Hopefully one day also postcards, when time permits

• Juror since 1993

– Thematic FIP

– Also judging PH, AE, PC, OP



World Scouting – its Path to Success

• The idea, principles and activities of Scouting and its development
from Baden-Powell’s Scheme into today’s world wide movement.

• FIP Court of Honour 2012

• FIP Championship Class 2018

• FIP Large Gold 2015 (96p), 2011 (95p) and 2009 (95p)

• FEPA Large Gold 2010 (95p)

• Nordic Grand Prix 2018

• National Grand Prix 2006





SREV 4.3 Condition and Rarity

• The condition is based on the usual overall criteria for evaluation in
philately. For modern material good condition is an essential
requirement. Booklets should be presented complete with stamps.

• Cancellations must be clear, and allow the stamp design, where
thematically relevant, to be clearly visible.

• The rarity is based on objective criteria such as recognised absolute
scarcity and difficulty of acquisition.

• It is essential that varieties, proofs, essays, are rarer than the issue
itself, in order to increase the philatelic level. The same applies to
blocks, strips, etc.

• It is obvious that items which, despite being very rare, have no or
insufficient relationship to the theme, should not be included in the
evaluation of this criterion.



SREV 4.3 Condition and Rarity

• The criteria of "Condition and Rarity" require an evaluation of the
quality of the displayed material considering the standard of the
material that exists for the chosen subject, the rarity and the relative
difficulty of acquisition of the selected material.



4.3.1 Rarity

• The rarity is based on objective criteria such as recognised absolute
scarcity and difficulty of acquisition.

• It is essential that varieties, proofs, essays, are rarer than the issue
itself, in order to increase the philatelic level. The same applies to
blocks, strips, etc.

• It is obvious that items which, despite being very rare, have no or
insufficient relationship to the theme, should not be included in the
evaluation of this criterion.



4.3.1 Rarity

• Judges will primarily be looking for:

– rarities of general significance in philately, if available for the
theme

– rarities of specific significance for the chosen theme known to
exist

– how easy it is to duplicate the exhibit

• Judges will also be looking for:

– scarce and uncommon items, particularly from traditional
philately, postal history and postal stationery



4.3.1 Rarity (cont.)

• Basic requirements

– Normal and modern material plus unusual and scarce items

• Achievements

– Presence of rare items



Rarity

• Rarity has little to do with value - many rare items are not expensive

• Absolute rarity – how many were made / can possibly exist?

– If 20 were made, then the absolute rarity is high

• Relative rarity – are there more buyers than sellers?

– If supply is greater than demand, then the relative rarity is low

• Difficulty in finding - cheap items can be surprisingly difficult to find

• Generally recognised rarity or artificial rarity?

– Example: an official letter, the used official envelope is not rare

• The postmark was brought into use when the supply of
envelopes was almost exhausted. The combination is rare!

– It is registered, even better! Only ten are known to exist!

» Only one was sent to Berlin! It is unique!



FDC? Not rare?



Commercial mail rather than philatelic



The only recorded postmark

• Is it important? Not really.



The only recorded postmark

• Girl guides district camp
at Valen, Norway 1955

• The postmark was only
advertised after the event

• Few participants, only
about 350

• It was raining all the time,
and they even considered
to abandon camp

• Conditions were not good
for writing home



Registered mail

• Commercially used or philatelic?



Insured mail

• How many Scouts do you think would need insured mail to send
money home from camp?

• Official postal wax seal from the 1928 National Scout camp, Norway



Shanghai Emergency Postal Service 1932

• Scouts participated in
the postal service

• Little information available,
so I researched the topic
and wrote an article



4.3.2 Condition

• The condition is based on the usual overall criteria for evaluation in
philately and is related to the degree of rarity of the items present in
the exhibit.

• All items should be in the best possible condition. The condition of
items is evaluated as if they were stamps: No tears, no missing
corners, no bends, no stains, no missing perforations (if present),
etc.

– The condition of common material should be impeccable.

– Exhibitors are encouraged to show unique or very rare material
that does not occur in fine condition but are cautioned from
including other items in a condition that may reduce the
perceived overall condition of the exhibit.



4.3.2 Condition (cont.)

– It is important to remember that the actual condition obtainable
will vary according to the country and period.

– Commercially used items are to be preferred to philatelic
produced ones.

– Cancellations should be as clear as possible with all essential
wording complete and allow the stamp design, where
thematically relevant, to be clearly visible.

– Booklets should be presented complete with stamps.

– If an item has been restored or manipulated, it must be
described as such.



4.3.2 Condition (cont.)

• Basic requirements

– Normal and modern material in excellent quality, plus all unusual
in good quality and rare material in average condition

• Achievements

– Rarities in above average up to the best quality



Condition / quality

• Technical quality

– Undamaged

– This is the focus for this part of the presentation

• Philatelic quality

– Relates to selection of material, appropriateness of the chosen
material, avoiding philatelic errors

– This is covered by philatelic knowledge



Rarities in the best quality

• The basic stamp is rare
with only 3036 printed

• The cracked plate variety
is much rarer

• The postmark is superb



Rarity in not so good condition

• Coils produced from imperforate sheets,
with private perforations (gauge 14) of the
Boy Scouts of America executive council in
New York, circa 1922.

• These stamps were used in an automatic
stamp affixing machine.

• Only about than 10 copies are recorded
and all are precancelled NEW YORK / N.Y.

• Condition:

– Off-centre

– Thin

– Precancel somewhat unclear



Condition of crash mail

• Crash mail is expected to look like it was in a crash

• Markings, labels etc should be in good condition



Condition of crash mail

• Crash mail is expected to look like it was in a crash

• Markings, labels etc should be in good condition



If an item has been restored or manipulated,
it must be described as such

• Stamps lifted off (for certification) and re-affixed



If an item has been restored or manipulated,
it must be described as such

• The lower right corner is missing

• Not restored, not manipulated

• Backing paper with similar colour makes the presentation neater



Very rare, but poor condition – what to do?

• I have various rare items in poor condition.
Shall I include them or not?

• SREV: Exhibitors are encouraged to show unique or very rare
material that does not occur in fine condition but are cautioned from
including other items in a condition that may reduce the perceived
overall condition of the exhibit.

• This is difficult, and we may have different opinions.



Very rare, but poor condition – what to do?

• Show or hide the defect?

• Windowing?



Evaluation form / judging score sheet

• Condition 10 points

• Rarity 20 points
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